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ABSTRACT

1

Programming is a complex, not trivial to learn and teach task,
which gamification can facilitate. However, how gamification affects learning and the influence of context-related aspects on that
effect demand research to better understand how and to whom
gamification enhances programming learning. Therefore, we conducted an experimental study analyzing how gamification worked
and the role of context-related aspects in terms of intervention
duration and learners’ familiarity with programming (i.e., the task’s
topic). It was a six-week study with 19 undergraduate students
from an Algorithms class that measured their learning gains, intrinsic motivation, and number of completed quizzes. Mainly, we
found gamification affected learning via intrinsic motivation, effect
that depended on intervention duration and learners’ familiarity
with programming. That is, intrinsic motivation strongly predicted
learning gains and gamification’s effect on intrinsic motivation
changed over time, decreasing from positive to negative as learners
had less familiarity with programming. Thus, showing gamification can positively impact programming learning by improving
students’ intrinsic motivation, although that effect changes over
time depending on one’s previous familiarity with programming.

Learning to program is challenging. Students present difficulties in
syntactic, conceptual, and strategic knowledge [28], and often lack
motivation to learn, leading to low grades and high rates of dropout
[20, 24]. To address motivational concerns aiming to improve learning, recent research started to explore gamified learning [2, 25] (i.e.,
adding game elements to change the learning process [19]), which
is associated to overall positive effects on learning outcomes [34],
including applications to Computer Science (CS) [6].
However, studies on CS applications often focus on gamification’s impact on behavioral learning outcomes, such as student performance (e.g., [5, 8, 20, 22]), neglecting learners’ motivation and
context of use, despite those are inherently connected to learning
[1, 36, 38, 42]. Thus, there is a need to understand how gamification
affects programming learning while also considering motivation, as
well as the role of context, corroborating recent calls for better understanding how gamification works and the context’s role aiming
to improve gamification’s positive outcomes [15, 31, 35].
To advance this understanding, we conducted an experimental
study. The experiment context is a Brazilian undergraduate Algorithms class focused on programming lessons. Students were
randomly assigned to complete quizzes in one of two Moodle versions (gamified | non-gamified) during half semester. Then, we
analyzed how gamification affected programming learning based
on cognitive (learning gains), motivational (intrinsic motivation),
and behavioral (number of tasks completed) learning outcomes
[34]; the last two were weekly measured. Moreover, as context involves someone, with their mental state, performing an activity in
a given environment for a given period (e.g. a learner, with their
current knowledge, completing quizzes in a gamified system) [36],
we analyzed its role based on intervention duration and students’
familiarity with general course topics. Accordingly, the purpose
of this paper was to answer how does using gamification for half
semester affect Brazilian undergraduates programming learning?
We found gamification affected programming learning by influencing learners’ intrinsic motivation. Additionally, we found intervention duration and familiarity with programming together moderated gamification’s effect: at the intervention beginning, it was
positive but then decreased for students with little familiarity with
programming; whereas it started negative and then became positive
for those with high familiarity with programming. Thus, we contribute with empirical evidence revealing through which construct
gamification affected programming learning and when/to whom
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that effect was positive or negative, besides a theory-grounded gamification design likely to contribute to undergraduates’ learning
depending on their familiarity with programming and usage time.

2

overcame the control condition in all three measures; social gamification overcame the simpler gamification version. No moderator
effect of age neither sex was found.
Fotaris et al. [5] gamified a Python programming course (12
weeks long) using Kahoot! and Codeacademy. They longitudinally
compared attendance, late arrivals, and number of material downloads. Also, they compared the students’ academic performance in
this course to that of a non-gamified version of the same course, offered in the previous semester. Overall results were positive in favor
of gamification, but only descriptive analyses were performed.
Moreno and Pineda [22] analyzed the impact of using a gamified
educational system featuring automatic code judging compared
to traditional workshops. Participants (n=43) were split into two
groups (one for each condition) and had their learning compared in
terms of performance on programming tests (e.g., conditionals and
loops). Findings show those who used the gamified system achieved
higher scores compared to the remaining, suggesting the benefits of
the system as no performance difference was found between groups
in the pre-test. However, it is unclear whether the effect emerged
from gamification or other system features because gamification
was not the only difference between conditions.
Marin et al. [20] analyzed data from two semesters (n=817) of a
C programming course (four weeks long) to assess gamification’s
impact on students’ performances. Despite they measured learning
performance from two exams, the first one was administered after
the intervention began (middle semester), not characterizing a pretest. Overall results are positive for gamification, but the decrease
from exam one to exam two was similar in both semesters and the
change from one to another was not considered.
Table 1 summarizes this paper and main related works’ characteristics, allowing the identification of the gaps this study faces. First,
not using pre-tests, which opens the possibility of not acknowledging when one group has, for instance, an initial motivation
higher than the other, which might mislead conclusions. Additionally, using pre-tests has been acknowledged as a characteristic
needed for gamification studies to present high methodological
rigor [34]. To address this issue, our experiment employed pre-tests
right before the intervention begin. Second, the lack of longitudinal
studies, which disables the possibility of understanding gamification’s effects over time. To tackle this lack, we studied learners’
psychological states and behavior at each experiment’s week.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Often, students consider learning to program difficult and of low
motivation and, thus, perform poorly [1, 24]. A possible explanation
for this phenomenon is found in Self-determination theory (SDT)
[3], a well-know theory often related to learning that considers
three motivation types: intrinsic (i.e., a desire/interest that comes
from within), external (i.e., desire/interest in the rewards/outcomes),
and amotivation (i.e., no motivation). The literature suggests the
first type is ideal for learning contexts [42], and that intrinsically
motivated learners are more engaged and retain information better [3]. Accordingly, evidence that learners with higher intrinsic
motivation levels achieve higher exam scores has been found (e.g.,
[11]). Hence, suggesting intrinsically motivated people will achieve
better learning than amotivated and extrinsically ones.
Gamification might aid with the motivation issue as it is often
concerned with improving it [43]. However, between gamification
impacting motivation, there are the moderator factors: those that
increase/decrease - or pre-determinate - gamification’s effect, possibly even changing it from positive to negative [19]. Studies have
investigated moderators related to users’ profiles (e.g., [26, 29, 37]),
whereas more attention to the intervention duration and context is
needed [10, 14, 31, 35]. Here, we consider the context involves users
performing some action (e.g., activity) in a given environment [36].
Accordingly, we might expect that users’ familiarity with topics
related to actions will affect how they perceive the environment.
Moreover, by affecting motivation, gamification can help in influencing learners’ behaviors [23]. Studies have shown that completing quizzes (self-testing) also relates to higher exam scores (e.g.,
[4, 35]). This relationship relies on the testing effect, which has
been supported in numerous experimental settings [33]. Thereby,
demonstrating gamification’s potential to indirectly affect learners’
behavior is of value to their learning.
In light of this context, we review empirical research on the
effects of gamification on learning outcomes within the context
of programming concepts. For studies selection, we analyzed two
recent secondary studies [2, 34] as they were published less than
one year before our time of writing and map empirical gamification
research found in a broad range of databases.
Hakulinen et al. [8] evaluated the effect of badges on behavioral
learning outcomes. Based on data from 281 students from a Data
Structures and Algorithms course (around eight weeks long), both
positive (e.g., badges earned and time in the system) and null (e.g.,
completed exercises) results were found when log data from learners’ interactions with the gamified educational system were compared to log data from those who interacted with the non-gamified
version of the same system.
Krause et al. [17] compared the impacts of gamification and social
gamification to a non-gamified condition in the context of a course
for learning Python as a statistical analysis tool (four weeks long).
Considering retention, in-system quizzes’ performance (n=206),
and a post-test score (n=101), they found gamification versions

Table 1: Related research characterization.
Ref. ECG PT LA IA MA ID SC TB
LO
[8]
Y
N
N
Y
N
8
Y
N
B
[17]
Y
N
N
Y
Y
4
Y
N
B,C
[5]
Y
N
Y
N
N
12 N
N
B
[22]
N
Y
N
Y
N
?
Y
N
B
[20]
Y
N
N
Y
N
16 N
N
B
This
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
6
Y
Y M, B, C
ECG = equivalent control group; PT = pre-test; LA = longitudinal
analysis; IA = inferential analysis; MA = moderation analysis;
ID = intervention duration in weeks; SC = same class; TB =
theoretical background; LO = learning outcomes; Y = yes; N = no;
? = undefined; B = behavioral; C = cognitive; M = motivational.
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Third, the little attention to moderators that, otherwise, would
advance the understanding of when/to whom gamification is more
or less suited. To expand this understanding, we analyzed the impact
of possible moderators that have been suggested in the literature,
such as intervention time and contextual characteristics [14, 30, 35].
Fourth, not grounding gamification designs on learning-related
theories neither exploring motivational or cognitive learning outcomes, which would better explain the process through which
gamification affects learning, rather than just showing if it does.
We approached this need grounding the gamification design on
SDT, one of the most used in gamification studies and considered
relevant to learning [11, 42, 43], as well as evaluated cognitive,
behavioral and motivational learning outcomes.
Given this context, we tested the following hypotheses to answer
our research question: (H1) Intrinsic motivation and completing
quizzes positively affect learning gains; (H2) Gamification improves
intrinsic motivation, effect moderated by intervention duration and
users’ familiarity with class’ topics; and (H3) The more the learners’
intrinsic motivation, the more quizzes they complete.

3

That is, quizzes’ highest dimension was remember in the first week,
understand in the second, and so on. Multiple knowledge dimensions were intentionally explored within each week.
For gamification design, we implemented gamification heuristics
focused on SDT, aiming to affect intrinsic motivation. Next, we
introduce the heuristics, taken verbatim from [40], and how we
implemented them.
#1 Avoid obligatory uses: Completing quizzes was optional and
students could solve the week quizzes in their preferred order.
#2 Provide a moderate amount of meaningful options: Quizzes were
aligned to each week’s class topic, based on the instructor’s schedule, offering six of those per week (i.e., learners could do one per
day, excluding the class day).
#3 Set challenging but manageable goals: The discipline instructor
revised all quizzes’ items and provided feedback for adapting them
when necessary.
#4 Provide positive, competence-related feedback: We added weekly,
unannounced badges that acknowledged students according to the
cognitive dimension of the quiz.
#5 Facilitate social interaction: Two out of the six weekly quizzes
were team/group activities. In those, students could see peers’ answers after completing the quizzes, analyze and discuss the answers,
and update their owns.
#6 When supporting a particular psychological need, wary to not
thwart the other needs: We i) used Cooperation to support relationships feelings, rather than Competition, which could make users
feel incompetent, and ii) offered unannounced badges to prevent,
for instance, feelings of needing to receive it (e.g., anxiety).
#7 Align gamification with the goal of the activity in question: We
transformed quizzes into missions that encouraged learners to complete the quizzes.
#8 Create a need-supporting context: Implemented by attending user
needs, autonomy, competence, and relatedness, through heuristics
#1, #4, and #5, respectively.
#9 Make the system flexible: Not implemented because personalizing/adapting gamification is a recent, open research field [9, 32].
Nevertheless, the implementation of many of those heuristics
were available in the regular Moodle version as well. As not all
aspects are directly related to adding game elements to change the
learning process (i.e., gamifying learning), we intentionally allowed
the non-gamified Moodle version to feature them. Compared to the
regular version, the gamified one adds unannounced badges and a
more gameful experience by presenting quizzes as graphic-enriched
missions, similar to [41], and working groups as teams, resembling
a game rather than a regular group learning activity. The missions
and badges used can be seen at: shorturl.at/gkrDN.
As measures, we captured cognitive, behavioral, and motivational learning outcomes [34]. To measure cognitive learning outcomes (i.e., learning gains), we designed a test featuring 15 multiple
choice items to assess remembering and understanding domain processes on three programming topics: conditionals, loops, and arrays
(five items per topic). The test was revised by the discipline instructor, being considered a suitable formative evaluation instrument.
The behavioral outcome was operationalized as the number of
completed quizzes, following previous similar research (e.g., [35]),
which Moodle automatically collected. Intrinsic motivation (motivational outcome) was measured with Portuguese version of the

EXPERIMENT

To achieve the goal of understanding how using gamification for
half semester affects Brazilian undergraduates programming learning, this experiment was performed in an undergraduate Software
Engineering course of a private institution in Londrina - Brazil,
with approval of the university’s ethical committee. We conducted
the experiment from March to June, 2020, on the Algorithms discipline, which explores pseudo-language to introduce first-term
students to programming. The discipline instructor is male, holds a
MsC. degree in CS, and had taught for six years at that time. Topics
taught during the experiment included conditionals, loops, and
arrays (initialization and manipulation). Our participants provided
informed consent and represent 68% of those initially enrolled in
the discipline. Inclusion criteria was being enrolled in the discipline
and completing pre- and post-tests. From the 28 possible participants (all males), 19 met the criteria: all males with an average age
of 20.32 years (±3.64).
The materials related to this experiment are the educational
system, experimental task, gamification design, measures, and moderators. The educational system used to accomplish the experiment’s tasks was Moodle because it is the standard educational
system in the university, enabling the intervention to be within the
environment students and course instructor regularly use.
The task participants had to accomplish was completing quizzes,
an optional task that added extra points in the course. We explored
extra activities to reduce the influence on the original course program, and along with the instructor, defined quizzes would give
extra points to encourage students to engage with the tasks. Each
quiz featured from three to five items, and six new quizzes were
provided each week. The rationale for six quizzes was that students could complete one quiz per non-class day, aiming not to
overcharge them with extra work. To align quizzes with the course
design, we followed the revision of the cognitive process dimensions of Bloom’s Taxonomy, since it is a renowned structure to
support the development of learning outcomes [16]. Then, at each
week, quizzes complexity increased according to those dimensions.
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each level/group) [12]. This is achieved by allowing each group
(e.g., of subjects) to have its own intercept and slope coefficients,
which are often referred to as random coefficients. Additionally,
these models contain fixed coefficients, which do not vary across
groups. By doing so, multilevel methods model the groups’ variance
as well as find estimates applicable to the whole sample. Measuring
random coefficients, however, requires sample sizes larger than
that of this study. Therefore, we focus on analyzing fixed effects,
which are reproducible properties of the overall data [21]. Moreover,
compared to repeated-measures ANOVA, multilevel analysis has
more power and handles data with varied numbers of answers per
subject, besides accounting for dependencies [7]. Therefore, we test
H2 using multilevel analysis.
To test H2, we followed guidelines [7, 21] for properly identifying and defining multilevel models. The recommended approach to
evaluate the relevance of a specific parameter (independent variable; e.g., Condition) is to test whether the parameter significantly
increases model fit compared to the model without it. In the context of multilevel analyses, this is often accomplished through the
Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT). Furthermore, multilevel models might
be developed from bottom-up (starts simple and increasingly complexify) or top-down (starts complex and removes irrelevant parameters). The former requires multiple steps, whereas the latter
allows creating a model with all parameters to be tested and, then,
remove those that do not decrease model fit [7, 21].
We tested H2 following the top-down approach to reduce the
number of tests in model development. Accordingly, we defined a
model that accounts for relationships between our dataset’s threelevel hierarchy: repeated measures (first; e.g., intrinsic motivation
and experiment week), nested within students (second; e.g., FAlg)
nested within a condition (third; control or experimental). That is, a
model accounting for interactions between repeated measures-level
and both student- and condition-level variables, as well as interactions from student- to condition-level variables. Centering variables
is recommended for models with interactions [7], therefore, with
did so to all independent variables before fitting the model.
To determine relevant variables, we removed each of the threelevel interactions (e.g., week, FAlg and gamification) at a time, testing if some removal significantly changed model fit based on the
LRT. We only tested removing the three-way interactions because
terms involved in a significant interaction should be kept in the
model even when the term itself is nonsignificant [7]. H3 is similar
to H2 (involves dependent data), but no moderators were involved
in this step. Therefore, the testing procedure was similar, but we
only compared whether removing the single independent variable
significantly decreased model fit. We adopted a more lenient alpha
level (0.1) for all LRTs due to the exploratory testing of moderators
of gamification’s effects [12]. P-values were adjusted with the False
Discovery Rate approach due to multiple comparisons [13].

interest/enjoyment sub-scale of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory
as validated in [27].
As moderators, we captured intervention time and contextual
characteristics. For intervention time, we considered the experiment
week (week; 0 for the pre-test, 6 for the last week). For contextual
characteristics, we captured learners’ self-reports of their familiarity with topics related to the course in five-point Likert-scales:
familiarity with algorithms (FAlg), C programming language (FC),
programming (FProg), and pseudo-language (FPseu). These aspects
concern the context because they are directly related to the action
(activity) users performed in the experiment [36].
As experimental design, we employed a 2x6 mixed factorial design with random assignment to the between-subject independent
variable Condition: control (i.e., used non-gamified Moodle; N = 10)
and experimental (i.e., used gamified Moodle; N = 9). The withinsubject independent variable concerned six repeated measures of
motivational and behavioral data collected weekly. Moodle automatically collected the former, whereas the professor asked students to
complete the measures of the latter during the weekly classes.
The data collection procedure followed three steps. First, pretests were administered to serve as baseline comparisons for cognitive and motivational learning outcomes. Then, the intervention
started, which lasted for six weeks. During this phase, participants
were offered a new set of extra activities related to the class’ topics
each week. Activities were the same for all participants, with the
only difference being the Moodle version to be used. Lastly, after the
sixth experiment week, the post-test was administered, generating
the learning gain measure (post - pre). Completing the motivation
scales and quizzes was optional. Consequently, some participants
completed no quiz as well as the number of motivational measures
completed varies per week. The number of completions of control
and experimental groups is, respectively: W0, 7 and 7; W1, 6 and
6; W2, 3 and 6; W3, 7 and 7; W4, 6 and 3; W5, 6 AND 3; W6, 9
and 5. Completions reliability was good in all weeks (𝛼 > 0.8) .
Summarizing, we captured cognitive (learning gains; pre- and posttests), behavioral (Moodle’s logs; one per week), and motivational
(self-reports; pre-test plus one per week) learning outcomes.
For data analysis, we explored regression methods. We used
multiple linear regression to test H1, as this approach enables
understanding whether and how various independent variables
predict a dependent variable [7]. In H1 case, intrinsic motivation
and completed quizzes (independent) and learning gains (dependent) are the variables. Learning gains were measured based on
the difference between post- and test-tests. Consequently, there
is one measure per participant. However, this analysis’ independent variables were repeatedly measured. Therefore, we aggregated
them (average and sum), creating one measure of each variable per
participant. Furthermore, we excluded outliers based on standard
deviation (|𝑥 | > 2 ∗ 𝑆𝐷; two SD due to the small sample size, i.e.,
19), after Shapiro-wilk tests suggested both independent variables
follow a normal distribution, as regression analyses are sensitive to
outliers [18]; a single item was excluded.
Testing H2 involves dependent data (i.e., multiple answers from
the same participants), which violates the independence assumption
of classical regression methods [7]. Multilevel models are regressionbased models that properly account for dependent data, and can
be seen as a hierarchical system of regression equations (one for

4

RESULTS

H1 predicted intrinsic motivation and the number of completed
quizzes would positively affect participants’ learning gains. Overall
regression results (N = 18; R2 = 0.76; R2-adj = 0.73; F(2,15) = 23.61;
p < 0.01) and individual predictors (intrinsic motivation average:
B = 1.24; SE = 0.24; 𝛽 = 0.66; p < 0.01; sum of completed quizzes:
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Table 3: Multilevel model of gamification’s effect on intrinsic motivation controlling for intervention duration (week)
and learners’ previous familiarity with algorithms (FAlg;
Likert-scale). gamified dummy coded; * p < 0.1.

B = 0.07; SE = 0.02; 𝛽 = 0.60; p < 0.01) were significant. Thus, suggesting strong positive effects of the predictors on learning gains,
supporting H1.
H2 concerns gamification affecting intrinsic motivation while
being moderated by context-related factors. Results from the LRTs
(Table 2) demonstrate the only term to significantly affect model fit
is the three-way interaction between gamification, week, and FAlg.
Therefore, we followed literature recommendation [12] and fitted
a new model adding only the variables and interactions involved
in that significant term (Table 3). Figure 1 helps understanding
the model. It shows how the intrinsic motivation (Y-axis) of those
with (right) and without (left) gamification changed over time (Xaxis) depending on their previous FAlg. The figure shows intrinsic
motivation changed over time for all participants, and that gamification’s impact was mixed, increasing from negative to positive
inasmuch learners had more familiarity with algorithms at the beginning of the experiment. Therefore, suggesting that gamification
affected intrinsic motivation and that this impact was moderated
by intervention time and FAlg but not by other contextual factors
analyzed. Thus, partially supporting H2.
H3 predicted intrinsic motivation would positively affect the
number of completed quizzes. The LRT showed removing intrinsic
motivation insignificantly changes the model fit (F(1, 67.425) = 2.01;
p = 0.16), indicating this model is no better than an intercept-only
one. Thus, we have no evidence intrinsic motivation affected the
number of completed quizzes, failing to support H3.
In summary, our findings indicate that students who completed
more quizzes and were more intrinsically motivated achieved higher
learning gains (H1), that completing quizzes was unlikely driven by
intrinsic motivation (H3), and that gamification’s effects depended
on intervention duration and learners’ previous familiarity with
algorithms (H2).

5

Coefficient
Intercept
gamified
week
FAlg

Est. (SE)
5.64 (0.90)
0.41 (1.24)
0.06 (0.15)
-0.02 (0.35)

Coefficient
gamified:week
gamified:FAlg
week:FAlg
gamified:week:FAlg

Est. (SE)
-0.32 (0.21)
-0.26 (0.47)
-0.04 (0.06)
0.17 (0.08)*

Figure 1: Effects of gamification on intrinsic motivation (Yaxis), moderated by intervention duration (X-axis) and previous familiarity with algorithms (FAlg; Likert-scale).

undergraduates programming learning in a six-week period, we
found that was accomplished by influencing their motivation. That
is, gamification influenced learners’ motivation (H2) that, in turn,
positively predicted learning gains (H1). We also predicted gamification would indirectly affect learning via users’ behaviors, which
would be affected by intrinsic motivation (H3), however, we found
no support for that. Furthermore, H2 also predicted intervention
duration and context-related factors would moderate gamification’s
effect on intrinsic motivation. Intervention duration and only one
(FAlg) out of the four context-related factors were significant moderators. Besides changing the effect’s strength, these moderators
affected its direction: over time, gamification was positive when
participants had at least some familiarity to algorithms but negative otherwise. Hence, the way gamification affected participants
learning was through intrinsic motivation, positively or negatively
affecting it over time according to learners’ previous FAlg.
The second perspective is findings’ relationship to previous work.
Most studies applying gamification in programming education reported positive outcomes [17, 20, 22], with few null results [5, 8].
Differently, our results were mixed. A possible rationale is that
most reviewed studies focused on analyzing behavioral outcomes,
whereas we analyzed motivational and cognitive ones as well. Moreover, despite gamification’s overall effect is positive, multiple factors
moderate its success [34], likely leading to cases where results are
null/negative [39]. As we analyzed moderators, we were able to

DISCUSSION

This section discusses our results from four perspectives. First, our
research question. In terms of how gamification affected Brazilian
Table 2: Likelihood ratio tests assessing significant terms
when modeling gamification’s effect on intrinsic motivation
while accounting for moderators. gamified dummy coded.
Terms
F (df𝑛 , df𝑑 )
p
p-adj
gamified:week:FAlg
7.669 (1, 59.920) 0.007 0.090
gamified:week:FC
3.236 (1, 64.686) 0.077 0.307
gamified:week:FPseu
2.161 (1, 63.285) 0.146 0.352
gamified:week:FPprog 0.001 (1, 64.439) 0.973 0.973
gamified:FAlg
2.603 (1, 15.450) 0.127 0.352
gamified:FC
0.778 (1, 17.923) 0.389 0.673
gamified:FPseu
0.779 (1, 13.652) 0.393 0.673
gamified:FProg
0.010 (1, 15.638) 0.923 0.973
week:FAlg
0.316 (1, 59.810) 0.576 0.739
week:FC
0.285 (1, 63.364) 0.595 0.739
week:FPseu
3.873 (1, 60.173) 0.054 0.307
week:FProg
0.255 (1, 59.716) 0.616 0.739
F = familiarity to; Alg = algorithms; Prog = programming; Pseu
= Pseudo-language; C = C programming language.
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understand which factors affected gamification’s impact, whereas a
single related study performed a similar analysis [17]. Based on this
context, our findings corroborate the overall gamification literature
by achieving mixed outcomes [15], provide evidence for research
claiming the moderator effect of context and intervention duration
[10, 14, 31], and suggest the predominance of positive reports might
be due to not considering moderators’ impact.
The third perspective concerns our findings’ implications to
programming teaching. From testing our hypotheses, we found evidence towards two main directions, which poses two implications
for programming learning. First, we found intrinsic motivation and
the number of competed quizzes positively predicted learning gains
(H1), further grounding previous discussions (e.g., [33, 42]) with evidence in the context of programming learning (conditionals, loops,
and arrays). Therefore, the implication is instructors should seek
to improve this psychological state of learners, as well as having
them self-tested (e.g., completing quizzes), as this likely enhances
their learning. Second, we found intervention duration moderated
the impact of gamification, which was positive for those with previous familiarity to the task’s topic (another moderator) but null or
negative for those with no previous familiarity (H2). Therefore, the
implication is that the decision to gamify an educational system
must be made with caution, considering not only users’ demographics and profiles (c.f. [23]), but also for how long it will be used as
well as users’ previous familiarity with the system’s topics.
Lastly, we discuss three implications from our findings to future research. The first concerns results from H1. Despite those
corroborate previous research [11, 35], further research are still
needed to ground whether intrinsic motivation and the testing
effect (e.g., completing quizzes) hold within the context of programming learning. The second concerns results from H2. The fact that
the same gamification is unlikely to work for all users has been
recently discussed, calling for the need of tailored gamification
[40]. Within this context, recent studies have called for considering
aspects related to the context and learning activities when tailoring
gamification [9, 10, 30, 32, 38]. Our findings’ implication to this
vein is that learners’ previous familiarity with the learning activity,
which relates to the context, moderates how gamification impacts
their intrinsic motivation. This implies research on tailored gamification should investigate these factors as tailoring gamification to
such familiarity might be crucial to improve its effectiveness. The
third implication relates to intrinsic motivation not driving users’
behavior, unlike our expectations (H3). In this research, completing
quizzes worth extra points (external rewards), then, students possibly were motivated to complete them due to extrinsic motivation
[3]. The implication for future research, therefore, is that studies
should seek to motivate learners participation through intrinsic
rather than extrinsic approaches.

5.1

internal validity, guaranteeing all participants would learn from the
same instructor and lessons, increasing the chances that differences
are due to gamification. Second, there were missing data (38%) in
the motivational outcomes, possibly because completing the scales
did not worth extra points, unlike completing quizzes. Multilevel
analysis handle such missings on the dependent variable, but in independent variables the common approach is deletion [12]. Hence,
threatening our conclusion validity only with regards to H3. Moreover, the limited sample size also impacted the data analyses (e.g.,
low statistical power, possibly inaccurate estimates). To address this,
we focused the analyses on fixed effects, as they can be estimated
with smaller samples than random effects [12]. Third, there is the
learning gains measuring. We opted for measuring this construct
through pre- and post-tests, as recommended in the literature [34],
in which we used the same test in both occasions. As there was
a 42 days interval between the tests, we believe threats related to
memorizing test’s items were mitigated. Additionally, the test was
validated by the discipline instructor, guaranteeing it was aligned to
and measured the topics approached during the experiment. Fourth,
there was no control over how/where/when participants completed
the experiment’s task. This approach increases external validity, as
this freedom is similar to when students are given homework or
optional tasks. However, as participants are likely to have distinct
routines and livings, which might have affected our results. Fifth,
the intervention only lasted for half semester due to restrictions
from the university and the effort needed by the discipline instructor. Although our results suggest how gamification’s impact would
change in a longer intervention, this can only be ensured with more
research. Lastly, during the intervention, the class changed from
face-to-face to online due to covid-19 quarantine. The betweensubject design mitigated this threat as participants continued using
the same condition regardless of the change.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Students often lack motivation to learn to program, jeopardizing
their learning. Gamification can aid with this issue, but the understanding of how it contributes to programming learning, and which
aspects moderate that contribution, is scarce. Thus, we conducted
a longitudinal experiment with Brazilian undergraduate students,
comparing the motivation, behavior, and learning gains of those interacting with gamified quizzes to those engaged with non-gamified
ones. Mainly, we found that gamification contributed to students’
programming learning via intrinsic motivation and that this effect
changed as intervention duration time increased, decreasing from
positive to negative inasmuch learners had less familiarity with
programming.
In summary, our main contributions are i) empirical evidence
revealing through which construct gamification affected programming learning, ii) when/to whom that effect was positive or negative, and iii) a theory-grounded gamification design likely to improve the learning of undergraduates with previous familiarity to
programming after a six-week use. As future works, we recommend conducting similar experiments with different samples to
ground our findings, developing/testing other gamification designs
aiming to mitigate cases of negative effects, and advancing the
understanding of moderators of gamification’s success.

Limitations and Threats to Validity

First, our sample is restricted in size (19), limiting our findings’ generalization. We opted for this approach to perform the study within
a real class, which is costly and hard to perform with large samples.
Additionally, the sample concerns a single class, which might lead
to groups’ contamination (information from one group leaking to
another). We chose to study a single class to increase the study
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